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Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Sound and Music Technology (CSMT): Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	The book presents selected papers that have been accepted at the seventh Conference on Sound and Music Technology (CSMT) in December 2019, held in Harbin, Hei Long Jiang, China. CSMT is a domestic conference focusing on audio processing and understanding with bias on music and acoustic signals. The primary aim of the conference is to promote the...
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On MercyPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		Is mercy more important than justice?

	
		Since antiquity, mercy has been regarded as a virtue. The power of monarchs was legitimated by their acts of clemency, their mercy demonstrating their divine nature. Yet by the end of the eighteenth century, mercy had become “an injustice committed against society . . ....
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Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services 3.0 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
The smart way to learn Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Version 3.0 one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps, practice files, helpful hints, and troubleshooting tips to master the fundamentals of working with the latest version of Windows SharePoint Services. You will learn the essentials for creating and...
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Software EvolutionSpringer, 2008
Software has become omnipresent and vital in our information-based society, so all software producers should assume responsibility for its reliability. While "reliable" originally assumed implementations that were effective and mainly error-free, additional issues like adaptability and maintainability have gained equal importance...
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The Emotionally Intelligent Manager : How to Develop and Use the Four Key Emotional Skills of LeadershipJossey-Bass, 2004
This practical guide to understanding, developing, and applying emotional intelligence in the workplace details a four-part hierarchy of emotional skills: identifying emotions, using them to facilitate thinking, and understanding and managing emotions.

We have long been taught that emotions should be felt and expressed in carefully...
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Requirements Engineering for Sociotechnical SystemsInformation Science Publishing, 2005
"The Information Society" that we live in today is largely driven by the products and services that either contain software as a core element, or are themselves software. At the very least, it is likely that most of those same products and services were manufactured with the help of some type of sophisticated software applications....
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A Living Countryside? (Perspectives on Rural Policy and Planning)Ashgate, 2009
In recent years the ideal of achieving sustainable rural development has become a key dimension of EU, national, regional and local policy. Whether this ideal is achievable in the near future to any substantial degree is by no means certain. By examining a range of experiences from both the north and south of Ireland, this book asks what the...
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Moving To The Cloud: Developing Apps in the New World of Cloud ComputingSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Information is the most valuable resource in the 21st century. Whether for a

	consumer looking for a restaurant in San Francisco, a small business woman checking

	textile prices in Bangalore, or a financial services executive in London studying

	stock market trends, information at the moment of decision is key in providing the...
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The Leadership Brain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Discover how scientific knowledge of the brain can make you a better leader


	Based upon the latest breakthroughs in neuroscience and advances in brain-based education, Leadership Brain For Dummies gives you the edge to influence, lead, and transform any team or organization.


	Drawing concrete connections between the...
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The Slayer's Guide To DerroMongoose Publishing, 2003
The derro have long been a mysterious race, hiding in darkness, their presence frequently but a whisper. Brought to the fore in this supplement, their culture, habitats, methods of warfare, and more are detailed in full so as to be usable by game masters and players alike.

The dwarven racesarequitediverse,but perhapsthe most deviant,...
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Multi-Relational Data Mining:  Volume 145 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
This thesis is concerned with Data Mining: extracting useful insights from large and detailed collections of data. With the increased possibilities in modern society for companies and institutions to gather data cheaply and efficiently, this subject has become of increasing importance. This interest has inspired a rapidly maturing research field...
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Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop TalkingCrown, 2012

	At least one-third of the people we know are introverts. They are the ones who prefer listening to speaking, reading to partying; who innovate and create but dislike self-promotion; who favor working on their own over brainstorming in teams. Although they are often labeled "quiet," it is to introverts that we owe many of the great...
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